
PeopleScout Accelerate delivers top talent in weeks, not months.

Meet your dedicated 
PeopleScout team and share 

details of your project and 
employer brand. 

Discovery
PeopleScout sets up your 

Affinix instance and prepares 
your tech-powered candidate 

experience for action.

You start receiving candidates 
from your PeopleScout 

recruitment team, and you’re 
on your way to winning top 

talent.

Implementation Activation

Reach Talent Faster with PeopleScout Accelerate

Making RPO as Easy as 1, 2, 3  

Unpredictable hiring peaks. Talent gaps. Lack of 
insight. We know organizations are struggling to hire 
talent and stay agile while facing these challenges in 
today’s tumultuous market.

That’s why we’ve developed PeopleScout 
Accelerate—to optimize your recruitment funnel, 
enhance your candidate experience, maximize ROI 
and ensure your workforce success—now and into 
the future.

PeopleScout Accelerate is a tech-powered, 
ready-to-go recruitment process outsourcing (RPO) 
solution that combines PeopleScout’s deep 

recruitment expertise and a pre-configured Affinix™ 
talent acquisition technology suite—implemented in 
just two weeks.

For organizations that need to move at lightning 
speed, we’ve curated the essential Affinix modules 
to create a modern candidate experience, 
integrating them into a single, seamless platform that 
delivers results faster.

With PeopleScout Accelerate, you gain agility, 
streamline your recruitment process and access a 
world-class candidate experience that is unparalleled 
in the industry.
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Are you ready to Accelerate your
talent acquisition program?

ROBUST RECRUITMENT TECHNOLOGY
IN TWO WEEKS  
PeopleScout Accelerate features a 
comprehensive, pre-configured Affinix™ 
talent acquisition suite. We’ve curated 
everything you need to attract, engage and 
hire talent—career site hosting, CRM, 
passive candidate sourcing, mobile-first 
quick apply, screening, interview 
self-scheduling and analytics. Our 
out-of-the-box approach means you’re up 
and running in just two weeks. Gain a 
modern, tech-forward candidate experience 
that rivals even the largest enterprise.   
 
DELIVERING VALUE AT HIGHER VELOCITY 
PeopleScout Accelerate’s recruitment 
technology platform is ready to go to 
maximize the speed and agility of RPO for 
organizations of all sizes. Deploy quickly and 
cut approximately 12 weeks off your RPO 
implementation process—vastly expediting 
time to value. 

AMPLIFY YOUR SUCCESS
As a leading global talent partner for over 30 
years, PeopleScout’s flexible solutions bring 
speed and market insights to strengthen 
your competitive edge. We’re creative 
problem solvers dedicated to providing an 
excellent candidate and hiring manager 
experience. Our committed to enhancing 
your team and elevating your talent 
acquisition program generates tangible 
results.

BENEFITS OF
PEOPLESCOUT ACCELERATE  

Faster Time-to-Hire
Deploy rapidly to address immediate 
hiring needs without a lengthy 
implementation. Save time and money.

Agility and Resilience
Respond quickly to sudden fluctuations 
and hiring peaks with this flexible RPO 
engagement.

Better Candidate Experience
Gain a tech-powered consumer-like 
candidate experience that rivals even the 
most mature organizations.

 
Access to Specialist Talent
Get support for sourcing specialized 
positions and hard-to-fill roles.

 
Strategic Partnership
Leverage our 30-year industry expertise 
to augment your recruitment capabilities. 
Gain workforce insights and proactive 
recommendations. 

 
Cost Savings
Obtain speed, scalability and a 
competitive edge while reducing your 
reliance on expensive staffing agencies.
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CONTACT US

READY-TO-GO RPO


